How to use the CD player

Listening to a CD
When a CD is inserted into the disc slot, it automatically starts playing.

1. Press **MENU** while a CD is inserted.
2. Touch **SOURCE**.
3. Touch **CD**.
   - Playback will begin.

Selecting a song
You can select a song you want to hear.

1. Press ** Skipping** or ** Returning**.
   - Skipping: Selects next song
   - Returning: Selects previous song
   - Restarts current track. Pressing the down button once more continuously plays previous tracks.

**ATTENTION**
- Titles and song names can be displayed when they are recorded on a CD. Up to 32 characters can be shown in the display.
- Only characters recorded by ASCII code can be shown on the CD-TEXT display.
- The CD-TEXT display may not be able to show characters for discs recorded with many title characters.
### Fast-forwarding/rewinding

It is possible to fast-forward/rewind the song played currently.

1. Press and hold `Fast-forward` or `Rewind` until a beep is heard.
   - `Fast-forward`: Fast-forwards
   - `Rewind`: Rewinds
   - The main unit switches to the fast-forward (rewind) mode when the beep is heard and will continue fast-forwarding (rewinding) until your finger is removed from the switch.

### Searching for a song

1. Touch **FUNC**.
2. Touch **SCAN**.
   - The main unit will play the first 10 seconds of each song. Touching **SCAN** again will continue playing the current song.

### Repeating a song

1. Touch **FUNC**.
2. Touch **RPT**.
   - Touching **RPT** once will cause repeating of the song until the function is canceled. Touching **RPT** again will cancel repeating of the song.
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Playing songs in random order

1. Touch **FUNC**.
2. Touch **RAND**.
   - Touching **RAND** will play songs in random order until the function is canceled.
   - Touching **RAND** again will cancel random playing of songs.
   - The song to be played next is randomly selected at the end of current song, so it is possible that a single song could end up being played twice in a row.

Turning off the CD player

1. Press **MENU**.
2. Touch **AUDIO OFF**.
   - Touching **AUDIO OFF** again on the MAIN MENU screen will start resume playback.